The crystal structure of Rb4SnS4 is characterized by the formation of discrete tetrahedral complex anions, [SnS4] 4-. The atomic arrangement (see upper figure) is isostructural with Ba4SiAs4 [ 1 ]. The Sn-S bond lengths in the two cry stallographically independent anions are identical within experimental error:
The crystal structure of Rb4SnS4 is characterized by the formation of discrete tetrahedral complex anions, [SnS4] 4-. The atomic arrangement (see upper figure) is isostructural with Ba4SiAs4 [ 1 ] . The Sn-S bond lengths in the two cry stallographically independent anions are identical within experimental error:
cations are coordinated to 6 S in distorted octahedral configurations. They cap the triangular faces of the tetrahedra, forming stellae quadrangulae (see lower figure) which are connected with each other via the remaining three Rb-S bonds (d(Rbl-S2) = 3.383(4)Â (3x); d(Rb2-SI) = 3.298(4) Â, 3.333(2) À and 3.389(4) Â).Rb 4 SnS 4 is the only chalcogenostannate so far which crystallizes with the Ba4SiAs4 structure. As a contrast the chalcogenogermanates AiGeQ4 (A = K, Rb, Cs; Q = S, Se) [2] uniformly adopt this structure type which has also been reported for the chalcogenosilicates Cs4SiSe4 [3] and Cs4SiTe4 [4] . Samples of Rb4SnS4 when prepared from the melt, however, yield a hexagonal phase with a = 20.53(2) Â, c =10.773(8) A, probable space group P6^22. Similar cell metrics have been reported in 1978 for K4T1S4 [5] (structure unknown). If the structure determination corroborates the anticipated formula type, Rb 4 SnS 4 would be the first among the complex ionic A4IMX4] compounds to exhibit dimorphism. 
Source of material
Colourless single crystals of Rb4SnS 4 were obtained by prolonged annealing of an intimate mixture of Rb2S, Sn and S (molar ratio 2:1:2) in a sealed silica ampoule at 673 K, followed by controlled cooling to ambient temperature at a constant cooling rate of 3 Kh -1 . 
